Pathways Analysis of Molecular Markers in Chronic Sinusitis with Polyps
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Abstract

Objective. To perform a comprehensive molecular pathways analysis of genes identified through genome-wide expression profiling and the published literature for chronic sinusitis with polyps.

Study Design. Molecular pathways analysis.

Setting. Academic medical center.

Methods. A molecular pathways analysis of gene biomarkers discovered through hypothesis-driven and high-throughput molecular studies was performed. Genes identified with a PubMed literature search were analyzed with Ingenuity Pathways Analysis software to identify central molecules implicated in the pathogenesis of chronic sinusitis with polyps. The central pathways were then compared with those identified through genome-wide expression profiling of ethmoid polyps.

Results. A total of 97 molecules were investigated with Ingenuity Pathways Analysis based on 55 studies that evaluated differences in gene expression (39), genetic variation (12), or proteomics (4). The analysis revealed 9 statistically significant molecular networks containing central nodes that included transcription factors, protein kinases, cytokines, and growth factors/receptors. The highest scoring networks implicated nuclear factor kappa-B, tumor necrosis factor, and mitogen-activated protein kinases. The majority of pathways in the literature review analysis overlapped with those identified through a single genome-wide expression study.

Conclusions. Chronic sinusitis with polyps is a complex disease with suspected contribution of multiple genetic and environmental factors. The search for causative genes has led to the discovery of numerous candidates. Pathways analysis applied to these candidate genes identified common central molecules that are likely to be key mediators of the disease process. Novel therapies targeting these molecules may be applicable for the treatment of chronic sinusitis with polyps.
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Chronic sinusitis with polyps affects more than 6 million people in the United States.¹,² A significant research effort has sought to understand the etiology of polyp formation, with published studies having identified a large number of molecules that are differentially expressed in polyp tissue compared with control specimens (see Appendix A at otojournal.org). Recently, investigators have found genetic variations that appear to be associated with polyp formation (see Appendix A online). None of these individual genes or gene products has been proven to be causative. Moreover, any one of these genes is unlikely, by itself, to fully account for the spectrum of clinical manifestations associated with chronic sinusitis—a multifactorial, complex disease. In addition, the immensity of published research and complexity of the involved molecular interactions present a challenge to understand how an individual factor interrelates within a complex process. The end result has been a lack of translation of basic science findings into new therapeutic interventions for patients suffering from chronic sinusitis with polyps.

Pathways analysis attempts to identify meaningful relationships among complex data sets or isolated research findings. This analysis uses large bioinformatic databases, which abstract and organize known relationships between genes, proteins, biological molecules, and disease processes. By leveraging a comprehensive database, critical pathways or critical steps of a single pathway can be identified, which have
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a high likelihood of biologic or clinical relevance. The primary purpose of this study was to apply pathways analysis to genes and gene products (RNA and protein) that have previously been associated with chronic sinusitis with polyps in the published literature. The secondary aim was to determine whether similar pathways are identified when comparing these reported markers of sinusitis to those found in a previous study of genome-wide expression data from ethmoid polyps, which contained the largest number of transcripts to date.3

Methods

Literature Review

A PubMed literature search (from January 1950 to July 2010) was performed to identify candidate molecular markers associated with chronic sinusitis with polyps. Search terms included sinusitis or nasal polyp, combined with gene, genetic, genome-wide, microarray, proteomic, DNA, or RNA. Abstracts were reviewed to ensure that all studies compared human subjects with sinus polyps with normal controls. Studies of patients with sinusitis in which no specific mention of polyps was made were excluded. In addition, studies of cystic fibrosis and those focusing on isolated antrochoanal polyps were excluded. Abstracted studies were classified according to whether they were hypothesis driven or hypothesis generating (high throughput) and whether the marker of interest was identified in the genome (DNA), transcriptome (RNA), or proteome (protein). Gene products (RNA and proteins) that were significantly up- or downregulated in human polyp tissue compared with control tissues were included. Individual genes whose variations (single-nucleotide polymorphisms) were significantly associated with polyps were also included. Several high-throughput studies identified a large number of differentially expressed genes, all of which were not provided in the manuscript. In these instances, only genes specifically mentioned and believed by the authors to be most important were included.

Genome-Wide Expression Data

Raw data from a genome-wide expression profiling study, previously reported by our group, that compared ethmoid polyp tissue from patients with chronic sinusitis (n = 10) to healthy mucosa from nonsinusitis control subjects (n = 10) were used for this aspect of study.3 Gene expression of over 47,000 transcripts was evaluated using an Affymetrix HG-U133 plus 2.0 GeneChip (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, California). Differentially expressed genes were recorded by name, fold change, and false discovery rate (FDR) for input into pathways analysis software.

Pathway Analysis

Two separate pathway analyses were performed using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA; Ingenuity Systems, Redwood City, California). The first analysis used input genes identified through the literature review. Given the heterogeneity of statistical data found in the literature, each identified gene was assigned equivalent weight for the purposes of this study. The second analysis used raw data from the genome-wide expression study.3 Stringent statistical filters were used—only genes with a fold change >3 and an FDR <0.1 were included. The importance of each gene was weighed by its fold change and FDR, per the IPA algorithm. In both analyses, IPA generated networks involving 35 molecules or less, using known direct and indirect molecular interactions. Resulting molecular networks were classified by biologic function. The top 10 individual networks were reviewed to identify the specific gene or genes that were most interconnected within the network (central node).

Statistical analysis of biologic functions and networks was done as part of the overall IPA using the right-tailed Fisher exact test. The significance value obtained is a measure of the likelihood that the association between the input genes of the experiment and a given function, pathway, or network is owing to random chance. The smaller the P value, the less likely it is that the association is random and thus the greater significance. Network scores are given a numerical value that is equal to the negative exponent of the P value for that network. For example, a network with a P value of 0.01 (10⁻²) would have a score of 2. For all analyses, P values less than .05 were considered statistically significant.

Results

Literature Review

A total of 667 studies were identified by the search terms and reviewed for inclusion and exclusion measures. Of these studies, 55 met inclusion criteria and were included in the final analysis. Most studies assessed gene expression, with 25 being focused, hypothesis-driven protocols and 13 being hypothesis-generating high-throughput microarray studies (see Appendix A). An association between polyps and a specific, hypothesis-driven genetic variation (DNA level) was shown in 13 studies (see Appendix A). Four studies employed proteomic methodologies (see Appendix A), and no comprehensive genome-wide association studies were identified linking polyps to a specific polymorphism. After accounting for overlap between studies, a total of 97 unique genes or gene products were available for pathways analysis (see Appendix A).

Genome-Wide Expression Data

The original findings of the genome-wide expression study included 2724 genes whose expression was upregulated and 808 whose expression was downregulated compared with controls.3 Using a cutoff that included only genes with a fold change >3 and an FDR <0.1, a total of 554 genes were available for pathways analysis, including 365 that were upregulated and 189 that were downregulated.

Pathways Analysis

The IPA of genes and gene products identified by literature review revealed pathways with highly significant biologic functions that included inflammatory response, cellular movement, hematological system development and function,
immune cell trafficking, and respiratory disease (Figure 1A). A total of 9 molecular networks were identified, with significance scores ranging from 3 to 41. Network 1, which had the highest score of 41, is shown in Figure 2 as an example of a typical network. The most interconnected genes (ie, nodal genes) were considered critical to each of these molecular networks. The nodal genes included transcription factors, protein kinases, cytokines, enzymes, and growth factors/receptors (Table 1).

The second pathways analysis of genes identified in the genome-wide expression data set showed similar top biologic functions, including inflammatory response, cell-cell signaling and interaction, hematological system development and function, respiratory disease, and immune cell trafficking (Figure 1B). The top 10 identified pathways had scores ranging from 25 to 41. Network 1, with a score of 41, is shown in Figure 3. Genes believed to be central to each of these molecular networks included transcription factors, protein kinases, cytokines, enzymes, and growth factors or receptors, as listed in Table 1.

The majority of central pathway genes identified in the literature review analysis were also seen in the genome-wide expression analysis. This overlap included the cytokine interferon alpha (IFN-alpha), the transcription regulators nuclear factor kappa B (NFκB), and activator protein-1 (AP-1), as well as the protein kinases p38MAPK, ERK 1/2, JNK, AKT, and PKC. Several growth factors/receptors were also identified in both analyses, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR).

Discussion

With a complex, chronic disease such as sinusitis, the synthesis of isolated research findings into a comprehensive and meaningful model can be challenging. This study is the first to perform an integrated bioinformatic pathway analysis of previously identified genes associated with chronic sinusitis with polyps. Functional and network pathways were identified, which primarily involved inflammatory response and immune cell movement. Individual networks were found to contain a number of central, nodal molecules that may be of critical importance in the pathophysiology of sinus polyps. A secondary analysis of data from a genome-wide expression study closely mirrored results of the initial analysis, further strengthening the findings.

The power of the pathways analysis largely rests on the completeness and validity of the IPA platform. Traditionally, researchers in a particular field interpreted individual findings based on their own accumulated knowledge, usually supplemented by a targeted literature review. However, the exponential rise in research data generated worldwide limits this approach, particularly with respect to complex molecular interactions. IPA is a proprietary program based on a knowledge bank of millions of individually modeled molecular interactions. The database is continually updated with studies from more than 3600 peer-reviewed scientific journals. Significant findings are manually reviewed by PhD-level researchers, resolved for synonyms, and curated based on involved molecular interactions and disease context. To date, the IPA database has been cited in close to 3000 scientific publications.

Application of the IPA platform revealed a remarkable overlap of findings in the literature review analysis and the genome-wide expression analysis. This result is important because the 2 analyses approached the question of interest from 2 very different perspectives. The literature review, in essence, is a meta-analysis of published findings, which incorporates a wide range of investigative methodologies, study populations, and research groups. Only genes previously shown to be associated with nasal polyps were analyzed. Conversely, the genome-wide expression analysis can be considered an impartial, hypothesis-generating analysis because data from over 47,000 known gene transcripts were uploaded into the pathways analysis, with no preconceived notion as to which may or may not be relevant. For 2 independent analyses to identify similar pathways lends support to the validity of the pathway findings.

The networks identified in this study contain central, nodal genes that are likely to be of critical importance to polyp development and/or maintenance. These nodal molecules serve as hubs through which a great number of other molecules are affected either directly or indirectly. The identified
nodal genes (Figure 4) have a high degree of biological potency based on their ability to amplify downstream responses, particularly with respect to inflammation and cell growth, processes central to polyp development. These genes should be considered potential targets for therapeutic interventions aiming to arrest polyp development and growth.

Alterations in protein kinases have been identified in a number of disorders, including inflammatory conditions such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.\(^5,6\) Kinases are known to play an important role in posttranscriptional control of inflammatory gene expression, T cell differentiation, and cell apoptosis.\(^7\) Of the protein kinases highlighted in this analysis, individual studies have linked P38 MAP kinase\(^8,9\) and ERK1/2 kinase \(^10\) to sinusitis, whereas AKT, PKC, and JNK have not been studied specifically.

Although there is considerable interest in using targeted kinase inhibitors to treat asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD),\(^11,12\) a similar strategy has not been widely proposed for sinusitis with polyps.

The transcription factors NFκB and AP-1 have been shown to be activated in sinusitis and many other mucosal inflammatory conditions.\(^13-16\) By binding on or near specific DNA sequences, transcription factors regulate the expression of individual genes or sets of genes. NFκB is known to regulate genes responsible for cell proliferation and survival and has been linked to inflammation in arthritis,\(^15\) inflammatory bowel

Table 1. Central Nodes Identified by Pathways Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature Review Data</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AKT</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>AKT</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP-1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>AP-1</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>EGFR</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERK 1/2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>ERK 1/2</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFN-alpha</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>IFN-alpha</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JNK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>JNK</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFκB</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NFκB</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P38MAPK</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>P38MAPK</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PKC</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>PKC</td>
<td>26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>VEGF</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genome-Wide Expression Data</th>
<th>Genes</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CREB</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Histone h3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFNG</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>IgG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL6</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>IL10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peptidase</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>IL12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PI3K</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NOS2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TGFB1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>SOCS3(^\text{b})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNF</td>
<td>41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nodes are listed in alphabetical order with genes identified in both analyses listed first. The network score is equal to the negative exponent of the \(P\) value for that network (higher network score = lower \(P\) value). See Appendix B at otojournal.org for complete list of gene abbreviations.
The AP-1 pathway, consisting of c-Fos and c-Jun, also regulates the transcription of genes related to cellular differentiation and proliferation, particularly in response to cytokines, growth factors, stress, and infectious pathogens. Downregulation of the AP-1 pathway has been proposed as a mechanism by which glucocorticoids decrease nasal polyp formation. Pharmaceutical agents specifically targeting the NFκB and AP-1 pathways are being studied for a number of mucosal inflammatory conditions, including asthma, COPD, and IBD.

The finding that growth factors and cytokines might be important to polyp formation is not unexpected. Several prior studies have also highlighted VEGF as a significant factor in the development of polyps. EGFR is a cell surface receptor that transmits transmembrane signals through its intrinsic tyrosine kinase function. This auto-phosphorylation elicits downstream activation and signaling by several other transduction cascades, including MAPK, AKT, and JNK. The cytokines highlighted by this analysis include IFN-alpha and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), both of which have been extensively studied in chronic sinusitis. These cytokines have well-established roles in the innate and adaptive immune responses and have been successfully targeted to inhibit inflammatory conditions such as psoriasis, rheumatoid arthritis, and IBD.

It should not be surprising that the same molecular pathways critical to other chronic inflammatory conditions such as asthma and IBD would also be critical to sinusitis with polyps. Although clinically and anatomically diverse, these inflammatory conditions share many of the same redundant molecular pathways. Therapeutics such as glucocorticoids have proven efficacious in each condition, despite the fact that the individual diseases have a distinct etiology and pathophysiology. A number of bioactive compounds that target these transcription factors, growth factors, and protein kinases are currently in multiple stages of development for the treatment of other inflammatory diseases and neoplastic processes. Although side effects may limit the systemic application of some drugs, the potential topical application of medications...
directly onto the sinonasal mucosa may allow for the targeted treatment of polyps without unwanted systemic effects.

The current analysis represents a snapshot-in-time rather than a final conclusion. As future research is published—both related to nasal polyps and molecular science—the knowledge base underlying this analysis will become more robust and the involved pathways more fully developed. The nodal genes identified in this article thus serve as likely starting points to generate mechanistic hypotheses and focus future research. Further basic science investigation is necessary to determine whether these modeled pathways are in fact contributing to polyp development and, more important, whether targeted manipulation of nodal molecules has measured therapeutic effects. As with any synthesis of previously published findings, this analysis is limited in part by the diversity of the included studies. Each study in the literature review analysis was essentially weighted equally, irrespective of the soundness of the methodology or strength of the statistical findings (as long as the finding had a P value < .05). In addition, although each individual study included patients with polyps, information was not available to control for other comorbidities such as asthma, aspirin intolerance, or allergic fungal sinusitis, which may impart unique findings.

**Conclusion**

Many genes and gene products have been implicated in chronic sinusitis with polyps. This analysis provides a conceptual framework of central pathways connecting these molecules. Identified nodal genes included transcription factors, protein kinases, cytokines, and growth factors/receptors. Novel therapeutic interventions targeting these nodal genes and their products may produce tangible clinical effects, especially if applied topically to avoid systemic side effects.
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*Figure 4.* Location and function of nodal genes found in both literature review and genome-wide expression pathways analyses. See Appendix B at otojournal.org for complete list of gene abbreviations.
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